We address the Online Multi-Robot Task Allocation (OMRTA) problem. Our approach relies on a computational and sensing fabric of networked sensors embedded into the environment. This sensor network acts as a distributed sensor and computational platform which computes a solution to OMRTA and directs robots to the vicinity of tasks. We term this Distributed In-Network Task Allocation (DINTA). We describe DINTA, and show its application to multi-robot task allocation in simulation, laboratory, and field settings. We establish that such network-mediated task allocation scales well, and is especially amendable to simple, heterogeneous robots.
Introduction
We focus on the intentional cooperation of robots toward a goal ((Parker, 1998) ). Within such a setting, a natural question is the assignment of robots to sub-goals such that the ensemble of robots achieves the overall objective. Following ((Gerkey and Matarict', 2004) ) we call such sub-goals, tasks, and their assignment to robots, the Multi-Robot Task Allocation (MRTA) problem. Simply stated, MRTA is a problem of assigning or allocating tasks to (intentionally cooperating) robots over time such that some measure of overall performance is maximized.
We focus on the online version of the problem (OMRTA), where 1. tasks are geographically and temporally spread, 2. a task schedule is not available in advance, and 3. robots need to physically visit task locations to accomplish task completion (e.g., to push an object). Our approach to OMRTA relies on a computational and sensing fabric of networked sensors embedded into the environment. This sensor network acts as a distributed sensor and computational platform which computes a solution to OMRTA and directs robots to the vicinity of tasks. To make a loose analogy, robots are routed from source to destination locations in much the same way packets are routed in conventional networks. We term this, Distributed In-network Task Allocation (DINTA).
There are five advantages to doing the task allocation in this manner:
In this paper we make the following contributions. We briefly review the details of DINTA 1 , and demonstrate its application to a system for spatiotemporal monitoring of environmental variables in nature. We note that while we study the task allocation problem in the context of mobile robots, sensor network-mediated task allocation can also be used in other settings (e.g., in an emergency people trying to leave a building would be guided (tasked) to the closest exits by the network).
Related Work
The problem of multi-robot task allocation (MRTA) has received considerable attention. For an overview and comparison of the key MRTA architectures see ((Gerkey and Matarict', 2004) ), which subdivides MRTA architectures into behavior-based and auction-based. For example, ALLIANCE ((Parker, 1998) ) is a behavior-based architecture that considers all tasks for (re)assignment at every iteration based on robots' utility. Utility is computed by measures of acquiescence and impatience. Broadcast of Local Eligibility ((Werger and Matarit'c, 2000) ) is also a behavior-based approach, with fixed-priority tasks. For every task there exists a behavior capable of executing the task and estimating the utility of robot executing the task. Auction-based approaches include the M+ system ((Botelho and Alami, 2000) ) and Murdoch ((Gerkey and
